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Abstract
In order for a mobile robot to accomplish a non-trivial
task, the task must be described in terms of primi-
tive actions of the robot’s actuators. We claim that
the transformation from the high level task description
to the primitive actions should occur primarily at exe-
cution time, when information about the environment
can be obtained through sensors. Our claim is based
on the premise that proper application of knowledge
in the integration and utilization of sensors and actu-
ators increases the robustness of execution. This pa-
per addresses the issue of what knowledge needs to be
known about sensors, actuators and processes in order
to be able to use them. The proposed method of ex-
ecution works for any sensor/actuator existing on the
robot when given such knowledge.

Knowledge About Utilizing
Sensors/Actuators

A very large part of our civilized world is unstructured
and dynamic. This fact has been one of the leading
obstacles to mass-quantity introduction of robots into
everyday life. Though there are factories and buildings
in which highly structured environments have been in-
troduced for easy integration of robots, the ratio of un-
structured to structured environments will always be
high. Thus, society’s utilization of robotics will be de-
pendent upon the ability of robots to move safely in
these unstructured and dynamic environments. This
means that robots must achieve their given tasks de-
spite unexpected changes in their environment or fail-
ures of their sensors.

The variability of the world makes it impractical to
develop very detailed plans of actions before execution
(the world might change before execution begins and
thus invalidate the plan). It makes much more sense to
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develop before execution an abstract, detail-less plan
of what generally should be accornplishcd, and then
make the necessary details explicit during execution. Of
course, unstructured and dynamic environments require
the robot to remain reactive to environment changes,
and so "directed control from a plan" must give-way to
"directive reaction" within the robot.

Thus, we are faced with a problem: how can a robot
execute an abstract plan to accomplish goals and still
remain reactive to its environment? Our approach to
this problem is to determine, at execution time, the
sensors, actuators, and processes necessary for accom-
plishing an abstract plan, as well as the commands nec-
essary to control these entities. Depending on informa-
tion sensed from the environment, the flow of data from
sensors into actuators is continuously reconfigured. Our
approach is based on the premise that proper use of
knowledge increases the robustness of plan execution
without reducing the ability to react to the environment
[Bro86, Fir87, Ark90, Fir92]. The central dilemma
is defining how to transform the given abstract-goal
into an explicit representation of what is necessary to
achieve the goal. We call this transformation process
Explication and have discussed its implementation in
previous papers [Bud91, Bud92]. In developing the con-
cept of Explication, a number of sub-problems quickly
became apparent:

¯ What information is relevant to accomplishing the
goal and thus needs to be sensed?

¯ What actuation details need to be utilized to accom-
plish the goal?

¯ How is sensed information used to aid the generation
of actuator commands?

¯ How does the system know when an error has oc-
curred, and when the goal has been accomplished?

What knowledge needs to be known about sensors,
actuators, and processes in order to be able to inte-
grate their utilizations into a complete system, and
then control the system for success?
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Many of these questions have been addressed in the
aforementioned papers. In this paper we concentrate on
the last of the above questions. To utilize any sensor,
actuator, or process, knowledge about its usage must be
available. This knowledge must cover the entity’s func-
tionality, control characteristics, and limitations. We
refer to this knowledge as a Sufficient Description of an
entity and define it to be all of the knowledge about
the entity which is required by the Explication pro-
cess to utilize the entity in accomplishing goals. First,
we briefly discuss the concept of Explication, and then
present the contents of a Sufficient Description and our
current results for an indoor mobile robot.

Explication
We view a plan as a collection of partially ordered
abstract-goals (such as "Move Through Doorway")
much like what a classical planning system would pro-
duce. Executing an abstract-goal is difficult because the
abstract-goal implicitly represents a large collection of
information and details. To be executed, a plan must
explicitly specify the details of how to utilize the sen-
sors and actuators. For the same abstract-goal, differ-
ent environment situations may require different sen-
sors, different programming and control of the sensors,
and different strategies. Explication is also difficult be-
cause of the need to adapt to the environment as the
command is being executed.

Two concepts are crucial for Explication. First is the
notion of Relevant Information Need (RIN). Explica-
tion must deal with the question of "what information
(both sensed perception or internal state) is relevant
and thus needed in order to execute this abstract-goal?"
To put it another way, the abstract goal: "how to
achieve X" is replaced by two things: a) explicit knowl-
edge on "how to achieve" using the sensors and actu-
ators and b) an explicit representation of the needed
information. This representation uses abstraction to
reduce dependency on the source of the information.
Abstract informational needs can then be met by ab-
stract information providers. We have utilized the con-
cept of "Logical Sensor" [Hen84, Hen85] to be such an
abstract information provider, and we have expanded
it to allow other logical entities.

Equally crucial is the concept of Utilization-Detail.
Explication must deal with the question of "what de-
tails of using sensors, actuators, and processes are nec-
essary in order to execute this abstract-goal?" Again,
abstraction is used to represent control of sensors and
actuators. The control primitives are commands and
their parameters for both discrete and continuous ac-
tions.

We propose a framework for Explication, called the
Logical Sensors/Actuators (LSA). The framework is be-
ing implemented in an object oriented programming en-
vironment resulting in a flexible robotic sensor/control
system which we call the Logical Sensor Actuator
Testbed (LSAT). Primarily, the framework is a col-

lection of reconfigurable components and flexible com-
ponent structures which can be combined to achieve
abstract-goals through execution. The framework con-
sists of the knowledge, mechanisms, and structures used
by the Explication process. The concept of Sufficient
Description is included as one type of knowledge.

Implementation of LSAT
The LSAT framework is being implemented on a SUN
SPARC 4/330 computer which interacts with a TRC
Labmate mobile robot over two separate serial lines.
The system is being written in C, Lucid Common Lisp
with the Common Loops Object System (CLOS) and
LispView windowing system. An object oriented ap-
proach has been used in the implementation, where an
object corresponds to a Logical Sensor/Actuator (LSA)
entity. Within the LSAT framework, we have developed
five classes of LSAs:

1. SENSOR: Takes raw/partially processed data as in-
put and outputs data which are further processed.

2. DRIVER: Accepts as input multiple commands for
individual hardware/drivers, acts as an interface to
the hardware, performs command scheduling, re-
solves minor command conflicts, and routes major
conflicts to its controlling LSA.

3. GENERATOR: Accepts sensor data as input and
outputs a command meant for a DRIVER. This class
can be viewed as a low level, feedback control, looping
mechanism between a sensor and the actuator.

4. MATCHER: It is much like the SENSOR, only it
also takes as input a description of a goal or error
situation. The processing consists of matching the
goal/error to the input sensor data.

5. CONTROLLER: Accepts processed data from any
other class, as well as commands and parameter-
values from other CONTROLLERs higher-up in the
hierarchy, and outputs the control commands and
parameter-values (referred to earlier as Utilization-
Detail) to its sub-LSAs. CONTROLLERs are
the main entities used to implement Explication.
They control the other LSAs, and manipulate them
through the process of Explication.

One of the purposes of the framework is to differ-
entiate the domain dependent and independent mech-
anisms. This will allow us to implement a platform-
independent testbed, and to perform empirical studies
on the use of knowledge during execution and the identi-
fication of relevant information, utilization-details, and
the contents of a Sufficient Description. We have de-
rived a "template" for each LSA whose "slots" must
be filled in with knowledge. This procedure constitutes
deriving the Sufficient Description of a given LSA, and
it is our belief that only through empirical research can
such knowledge be developed.
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Contents of a Sufficient Description

The contents of a Sufficient Description for a LSA has
been developed empirically as the LSAT has been im-
plemented. From our results we have developed a tem-
plate where the knowledge is grouped into six cate-
gories, as shown in Table 1.

Selection Characteristics:

Primary-Effects: LM-MOVEMENT

Side-Effects: SLOW-MOVEMENT, PROPELLING

Appropriate- Usage- Context: move-through-doorway,
move-under-table, close-quarters-move, push-object,
traverse-hallway

Inappropriate- Usage-Context: avoid-fast-obstacles,
cross-open-area

Selection- Utility-Function: none

Results Characteristics:

Output-Type: ppgo-commands

Output-Format: L-drv-LM-format

Output-Resolution: 5mm

Output-Accuracy: 75

Output-A verage-min: 25mm

Output-Average-max: 2000ram

Error-Rate: 10

Output-StDev: (-10mm. +10mm)

Output-Repeatability:

RIV-set: init, reset, ready, shutdown, goal, null-input,
waiting, propelling, aiming, idle?

Integration Characteristics:

Interactions-to-Monitor-For: obstacle-avoid

Errors-to-Monitor-For: bump, front-align

Time-to-Execute-One-Cycle: 0.01see

Min-Cycle-Interval: 1.0see

Hardware-Resources-Required: none

Limitations: none

Needed Information Characteristics (for each
KIN):

Number-RINs: 2

Name: Path-Blocked

Expected-Data- Type: binary
Uptodateness-Level: immediate
Access-Type: default

Source-Selection-Function: n/a
Source- Verification-Function: n/a
Mapping-to-Input: input-path-source

Name: Polar-Direction

Expected-Data- Type: angle
Uptodateness-Level: immediate

Access-Type: default
Source-Selection-Function: n/a
Source- Verification-Function: n/a
Mapping-to-Input: input-dir-source

Utilization Characteristics (for each RP):
Number-RPs: 3

Name: Speed

Type: velocity

Units: mm/sec
Value-Ranges: slow, moderate, fast
Value-Increments: faster, slower
Default- Value: slow
Result-Effects-Mapping: (Table (slow. 25) (moder-
ate. 40) (fast. 60) (faster. +5) (slower. 

Name: Aim

Type: direction
Units: degrees*100

Value-Ranges: right, left, straight
Default- Value: straight
Result-Effects-Mapping: (Table (right. -t-50) (left.
-50) (straight 0))

Name: ForeBack

Type: direction

Units: n/a
Value-Ranges: forward, backward
Default- Value: forward
Result-Effects-Mapping: (Function setforeback fore-
backparmlist)

Execution Methods Characteristics:

Method of Initialization

Method of Resetting

Method of Fault Checking

Method of Shutdown

Method of Returning RIV

Method of Accessing Result Data

Method of Primary Behavior

Table 1 - Contents of a Sufficient Description for the
LSA "L-gen-propel"

The first category, Selection Characteristics, contains
the knowledge needed by a CONTROLLER to decide
whether this LSA would suffice (and later be best) 
a source to satisfy a RIN. This knowledge is very much
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like that used in automated planning to select operators
to expand a plan network.

The next category is the Results Characteristics
which includes knowledge about the data which the
LSA outputs. Some of this information is also used
by CONTROLLERs in the selection of LSAs.

The Integration Characteristics is the knowledge used
to ensure that the instantiation of the LSA will proceed
correctly and that potential interactions are checked
and monitored for. Limitations refers to miscellaneous
information on what interactions may reduce the capa-
bilities of the LSA.

The Needed Information Characteristics is the knowl-
edge required for each of the "data inputs" of the LSA.
Input data for a LSA is viewed as an informational need.
The CONTROLLER will use this knowledge during its
determination of Relevant Informational Needs on its
level (ie. a CONTROLLER’s RINs will include the
tLINs corresponding to sub-LSA data inputs). More im-
portantly, the LSA itself uses this knowledge during its
execution as a guide in collecting its input data from its
indicated sources, as well as determining when its RINs
are unsatisfied (ie. no source named, or source LSA has
become faulty). For example, the Source Verification
Function is used to interact with a selected source LSA
to determine if the output data from that LSA is valid
for use. The Source Selection Function will be used
by the CONTROLLER to determine which of two ac-
ceptable LSAs would "best" satisfy this RIN. Currently
this research is not investigating how to select the best
sensor (including sensor positioning), but only acknowl-
edges the need for such knowledge within the Sufficient
Description. The reader is referred to [Hag89, Abr92]
for more thorough research in that area.

The Utilization Characteristics pertains to knowledge
about the input parameters of the LSA used to con-
trol its behavior. Utilization-Detail knowledge covers
the acceptable ranges of input values and attempts to
describe the correspondence between numerical param-
eter values used by the actual algorithms within the
LSA and the symbolic parameter values used by the
CONTROLLER to manipulate the LSA.

For example, across multiple LSAs for generat-
ing movement commands, it is difficult for a CON-
TROLLER to contain knowledge about what velocities
are acceptable for that individual LSA and what effects
each individual desired velocity has. Thus, it is better
for the CONTROLLER to communicate symbolically
to the sub-LSA. Instead of passing down a specific ve-
locity (ie. 50 mm/sec), relative values are passed such
as "slow .... medium" or "fast". The LSA then makes the
decision on the actual numerical value. If during exe-
cution, the CONTROLLER desires faster movement,
it just passes another relative symbolic value, "faster"
onto the active LSA, and the LSA will adjust its veloc-
ity calculation appropriately. Thus, knowledge about
specific calculations and adjustments to velocity is held
within the sub-LSA, and the CONTROLLER only re-

quires knowledge about which abstract, symbolic pa-
rameter values to use for a specified type of Utilization-
Detail.

The last category is the Execution Methods Char-
acteristics, which is procedural knowledge about what
needs to be done within a LSA in order to achieve a
specific internal state. These are the algorithms for
initialization, resetting, shutting down, and performing
the primary behavior of the LSA. These methods con-
ceptually constitutes the working "guts" of the LSA.

The contents of a Sufficient Description may vary or
emphasize different aspects from one LSA type to an-
other. For example, the DRIVER LSA Output De-
scriptions is not as important as the SENSOR LSA’s
since DRIVERs do not "output" to other LSAs, they
only communicate to the hardware. It is important
to note that Sufficient Descriptions of CONTROLLER
LSAs must also be gathered. Many CONTROLLERs
will utilize other CONTROLLERs as sub-LSAs and
thus will need knowledge about the sensors, actua-
tors and processes that the sub-CONTROLLER uti-
lizes. Since much of this information is dependent on
the selected sub-sub-LSAs of the sub-CONTROLLER,
CONTROLLERs must have mechanisms to progres-
sively collect and update their RIN and Utilization-
Detail knowledge as they determine sub-LSAs. These
mechanisms are still in development.

A Short Example

The example given in Table 1 is for a LSA of the class
L-Generator, subclass L-gen-propel. L-gen-propel takes
in information about directions to move, and about ob-
stacles in the path and generates simple actuator com-
mands for moving the robot forward or backward. The
Sufficient Description of L-gen-propel’s is used by other
LSAs to determine how to interact with L-gen-propel.

To further illustrate this example, assume that one of
the abstract-goals the system is attempting to accom-
plish is one to move the robot directly through a narrow
doorway, and the robot is already aligned to the pas-
sageway. The particular abstract-goal corresponds to a
L-Controller LSA of the subclass L-ctrl-close-quarters-
move. This LSA attempts to move the robot slowly
through the narrow passage, and monitor the movement
for mis-alignments, obstacles, and proper progression.
In applying its Explication knowledge to the problem,
L-ctrl-close-quarters-move determines that it requires
the robot to move forward (this is interpreted as a need
for a LSA which will produce velocity/steering actua-
tor commands). This need can be satisfied by selecting
a LSA based on features mapping to knowledge within
the Sufficient Descriptions of all LSAs in the system.

The L-ctrl-close-quarters-move queries the library of
LSAs for one which has a behavior, or Primary-Effect,
of LM-MOVEMENT. Since there are a number of LSAs
which deal with moving the robot (LM-MOVEMENT),
other features (such as Side-Effects, Appropriate-
Usage-Context, Inappropriate- Usage-Context) are used
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to further down-select to a single choice. L-gen-pounce
is designed to move the robot slowly through an area
of potential obstacles, but where no" contacts are ex-
pected. Thus, SLOW-MOVEMENT is a desirable be-
havior. Also, both abstract-goals of close-quarter-move
and move-through-doorway (a higher level goal) fall
within the Appropriate- Usage-Context.

Once L-gen-propel has been selected, L-ctrl-close-
quarters-move will extract information about the LSA.
For example, L-gen-propel requires two types of input-
data: Path-Blocked and Polar-Direction. Both of
these become additional Relevant Information Needs
of L-ctrl-close-quarter-move, and sources for that in-
put data are determined and selected through their
Sufficient Descriptions (in the same manner that L-
gen-propel was selected). Upon selection, dataflow
paths are established between the corresponding LSA’s
output and L-gen-propel. L-ctrl-close-quarters-move
"hooks" the two LSAs into L-gen-propel through the
slot Mapping-to-Input (ie. the name of the LSA selected
for Path-Blocked is placed in L-gen-propel’s slot: input-
path-source, and Polar-Direction in input-dir-source).
When L-gen-propel requires its input data, it will ac-
cess it directly from the LSAs which are deriving it.
L-ctrl-close-quarters~move utilizes L-gen-propel’s Suffi-
cient Description to determine what other information
is relevant and where it is needed. In the same man-
ner, the slots Errors-to-Monitor-For and Interactions-
to-Monitor-For also provide indications as to other
LSAs which may he needed to aid in the monitoring of
the goal accomplishment. Thus, the Sufficient Descrip-
tion of L-gen-propel aids in determinating information
relevant to accomplish the goal.

There are two last ways in which the Sufficient De-
scription is used to by other LSAs to interact with L-
gen-propel. Both deal with the control of the LSA dur-
ing its execution. The first is in utilizing the Execution
Methods (Initialization, Resetting, etc.). As mentioned
before, these are procedural knowledge mechanisms
which all LSAs must have and they are used extensively
during LSA interactions. The last use of the Sufficient
Description is in interacting with the Result-Parameters
of the LSA. Simply, L-ctrl-close-quarter-move’s knowl-
edge about moving through the door passageway in-
cludes the fact that most LM-MOVEMENT LSAs have
Result-Parameters dealing with Speed, Aim, and Fore-
Back as well as knowledge about potential values for
them. The Value-Ranges and Value-Increments slots
are accessed to identify allowable values for these pa-
rameters. As the LSA is executing, and propelling the
robot through the passageway, L-ctrl-close-quarters-
move monitors the progression, and adjusts the allow-
able parameter values which it has knowledge about.1

1Though the possibility that none of the allowable pa-
rameter values will be understood by the controlling LSA
has not been address, a process of trial and error could be
applyed. BUT, that leads to automated learning, and that
can be someone else’s thesis.

Within L-gen-propel, any type of mapping function
or tables could be used, including ones based on other
parameters. Thus, the Sufficient Description can ab-
stract the numerical values needed in the execution
of actuator commands from the types of interactions
needed between L-ctrl-close-quarters-move and L-gen-
propel.

Related Research
There has been a number of approaches to combin-
ing planning and reacting for a mobile robot [Fir87,
Geo87, Ros89, Pay90, Sim90, Gat91]. None of these
approaches have emphasized the determination of what
sensor/actuator/process knowledge is necessary in or-
der to utilize them. Other work has been done in de-
veloping schema based computational processes for sen-
sory based robotics [Lyo89, Ark90]. There has also been
a great deal of research in sensor selection. Hager and
Mintz [Hag89] use decision theory for deriving a set of
sensor observations which will yield desired sensor data.
Many others [Hut89, Abr92] are investigating sensor
planning techniques for determining locations and mo-
tions, required for multiple vision sensors in order to
view (monitor) the features of interest during task ex-
ecution. This research is similar to the selection of a
source of information (ie. an LSA). Though such selec-
tion mechanisms are important, they are not empha-
sized in the LSAT research as much as how knowledge
about (and required by) selection mechanisms relate 
the other components of a Sufficient Description.

Henderson [Hen84, Hen85] combines a declarative de-
scription of the sensors with procedural definitions of
sensor control. This research, termed "Logical Sensors"
consists of logical/abstracted views of sensors and sen-
sor processing, much like how logical I/O is used to in-
sulate the user from the differences of I/O devices and
operating systems. Work has been done to extend the
concept to include actuator control [All87]. In both, the
development of a Logical Sensor includes determining
knowledge about how to use sensors, much the same as
the knowledge content of Sufficient Descriptions.

Conclusion
Currently, we are implementing the process of Explica-
tion within the LSAT framework (see [Bud92] for de-
tails on results). As we have been building the library
of LSAs used by Explication, we have been empirically
developing our definition of Sufficient Description. This
research is truly work-in-progress as we have not com-
piled a great deal of results on how the use of the knowl-
edge within a Sufficient Description is enhancing the
systems operation. We have only compiled "templates"
of what knowledge is currently required for Explication
to utilize a LSA, and attempted to formalize it into
an understandable explanation. We have determined
that the development of the LSAT framework, includ-
ing the derivation of knowledge about Informational
Needs, Utilization Details, Sufficient Descriptions, and
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Explication has provided us greater insight to the use of
sensors for accomplishing intelligent behavior of mobile
robots. We hope, by identifying how abstract plans
should be executed, that what sensor, actuator, and
processing knowledge necessary to achieve them is iden-
tified as well.
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